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Response to the European Commission Green paper on 
long-term financing of the European economy from 

 

 

Stated objective of the Green Paper 

The purpose of the Green Paper is to start a broad debate on how to foster the supply of long-term 
financing and how to improve and diversify the system of financial intermediation for long-term investment 
in Europe. 

Putting Europe back on the path of strong, smart and sustainable growth, creating jobs and enhancing its 
competitiveness in the global market are pressing challenges for which long-term investment is needed. 
However, at a time of fiscal consolidation and risk aversion by both households and businesses, the 
supply of finance needed to pay for these investments is curtailed. 

The intermediation process, by which the supply of funding is channelled towards investment, is also 
under pressure, especially with commercial banks – the traditional financial intermediaries in Europe (over 
75% of total intermediation) – deleveraging and widespread criticism that incentives in the financial system 
are misaligned, biased towards short-termism and speculation. 

The reasons for this situation are complex and multidimensional and the problem is gaining increasing 
attention internationally – it is under discussion by the G20 and a range of international organisations 
including the OECD, the World Bank and the Financial Stability Board. 

Europe needs to continue building on its crisis and post-crisis response, complementing the Europe 2020 
and other strategies, looking beyond the stabilisation phase in our financial regulatory reform. Possible 
follow-up to this Green Paper could take several forms: in some areas a regulatory approach may be 
needed, while in other areas stronger coordination and the promotion of best practices among Member 
States could be encouraged, for example in the context of the European semester. The responses to this 
consultation by stakeholders will be extremely valuable in shaping more concretely this follow-up. 
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Background 

We welcome this initiative and the context in which it is set. We believe it is very important for the 
European economy that institutions of the European Union to play a coordinating role and to connect up 
policy areas. In particular making the connections between which kinds of finance and investment will be 
required to deliver sustainability in areas such as energy, agriculture, and mobility. This integrated 
approach to understanding the connectivity of the finance, the real economy and the new infrastructure 
that Europe needs is not only a challenge for governments and regulators, but also for financial institutions 
themselves – including pension funds, investment managers and banks.  

We are a European bank, founded in 1980 and headquartered in the Netherlands with branches in 
Germany, the UK, Spain, and Belgium. Our mission is to:  

 Help create a society that protects and promotes the quality of life of all its members and that has 
human dignity at its core  

 Enable individuals, organisations and businesses to use their money in ways that benefit people 
and the environment, and promote sustainable development  

 Provide our customers with innovative financial products and high quality service 

We currently have over €8bn funds under management from over 400,000 individuals across Europe. This 
supports lending and investments (through separate investment funds) into businesses and charities 
active in the following sectors: 

- Renewable energy  
- Organic food & farming 
- Social enterprise 
- Social housing 
- Health and social care 
- Arts & culture 
- Fair trade 
- Philosophy of life/faith projects 
- Microfinance 
- Environmental buildings & energy efficiency 

Within our decision making processes we integrate long term systemic thinking about the context of our 
work within the broader framework of a sustainable economy. 

Long term thinking is also applied to the development of our business model. We ensure that the mission 
of the bank is continuously served by reinvesting in the development of new market segments that keep us 
extending our impact in sustainability. This can cost short term profitability, but we believe leads to a more 
robust long term business. 
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Executive Summary 

Overall, along with our partners in the Global Alliance for Banking on Values, we believe that the key 
points relating to this topic are: 

 
1. Long term finance and Sustainability 

Long-term in the context of this paper should mean both a long term investment horizon (for the 
investor) and a long term productive business or asset (for the investee). Sustainability and the 
context of the wider systemic social and environmental issues should be the organising principle for 
long term finance and the foundation of policy interventions. 
 

2. Joined-up policymaking 

The system only changes when all actors within it start to behave differently. Any progress on this 
topic will require a joined up policy framework between areas of financial regulation, energy, 
agriculture, mobility and social policy. There are opportunities for national or regional development 
banks to help by offering complementary finance which helps to crowd-in finance from other 
sources rather than replicating sustainable finance practiced by others and risking crowding out 
entrepreneurial actors from the financial sector. 
 

3. The opportunities via the values-based banking sector  

Whilst the Green Paper correctly highlights the liquidity and capital constraints banks are likely to 
face, the banking sector should not be written off. They are still a very important constituency in 
convening long term relationships with customers and have developed efficient credit analysis 
procedures. Furthermore there is a group of values-based banks founded on sustainability 
principles who are both well capitalised and experienced in financing sustainable businesses and 
infrastructure – these institutions could represent a major opportunity for progressing this agenda.  
 

4. Specialist Sustainable Investment Vehicles  

The opportunities for promoting long term investment can be directly through banks or could be 
through specialist vehicles managed by banks. A good example of this is the experience of specific 
ring-fenced green funds managed by banks such as the Groenfonds in the Netherlands (the largest 
of which, over €600m, is managed by Triodos Bank). The Dutch Groenfonds have collectively  
mobilised over €15bn of private investment into green projects. Also , in France, Credit Cooperatif 
through its participation IDES (Institut de Développement de l’Economie Sociale) manages over 
€55m of participations into social enterprises. IDES has operated for more than 30 years and the 
duration of its investments is more than 10 years. 
 

5. Relationship-orientation 

Whilst special vehicles and instruments such as securitisation can be useful, it is important that the 
instruments do not take over as being ends in themselves, and that a ‘transaction orientation’ does 
not replace the necessary long-term ‘relationship orientation’.  
 

6. Aligned Incentives  

Incentives and penalties need to be aligned throughout the system so that long term sustainability 
principles are protected in the face of short term advantages. This could relate to the introduction of 
a financial transaction tax designed to curb the orientation towards higher frequency trading.  Or it 
could be a more positive incentive in the form of tax advantages for individuals investing in 
sustainable projects and businesses through equity or bonds through savings, investments and 
pension products. 
 

7. Fiduciary Responsibility & Transparency  

The legal framework must be aligned to this process including a full review of the definition and 
scope of ‘fiduciary responsibility’ practiced by company directors, fund manager, and asset owners. 
Fiduciary duty must become widely understood and practiced in a broader sense, taking into 
account environmental and social wellbeing factors as well as financial stability. For this to be 
meaningful, it will be necessary for the legal system to make challenges to fiduciary responsibility 
before a major limit has been reached. This will rely upon much greater levels of disclosure and 
transparency across the financial system. 
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Response to Questions asked in the Green Paper: 

 

1) Do you agree with the analysis out above regarding the supply and characteristics of long-term 
financing? 

2) Do you have a view on the most appropriate definition of long-term financing? 

Long term finance means BOTH a long term investment horizon AND investment in LONG TERM 
PRODUCTIVE ASSETS.  
 
Long term investment horizon means being able to hold an investment for a long period. For example banks 
are able to lengthen investment horizons via maturity transformation; taking shorter term deposits (available 
at a month’s notice) and lending for a longer period (10+ years).  
 
However, many pension funds are working the other way round – taking long term savings to cover a liability 
in the long term future, but investing short term – often in liquid stocks with short holding periods.  
  
Long term productive assets refers to investments into infrastructure that supports the increase of productive 
capacity of the economy. For example, it could be new energy infrastructure such as wind farms generating 
electricity.  
 
Some confusion arises about what counts as a long term asset since many consider mortgages to be long 
term investment. Whilst the term of the loan is generally quite long (20-25 years) it is now common practice 
for both the mortgage holder to switch mortgage supplier after a few years. Banks also would buy and sell 
mortgage portfolios up until the crisis. However, mortgages do not count towards Long Term Finance since 
they are not ‘building anything new’ and they do not require specific performance as an asset in order to 
repay. They are long-term consumer loans and, whilst necessary in order for people to purchase houses, 
they fall outside our definition of the Long Term finance for the purposes of this paper and our response. 
 
Long term productive assets supported with long term policy frameworks generally lead to stable and 
predictable cash flows. This means that there is less volatility and difference of opinion about the risk 
weighted return applied to these assets. As a consequence, these assets only become attractive to long 
term investors (e.g. with a long term investment horizon) rather than those relying on a short-term, trading 
philosophy to investment.  For those funds using approaches such as high-frequency trading, long term 
assets are unlikely to generate much interest.  
 

3) Given the evolving nature of the banking sector, going forward, what role do you see for banks 
in the channelling of financing to long-term investments? 

We believe that the organizing principle for long term financing is sustainability. The cash flows of long term 
capital goods is such that their cash flows that underpin their repayment are all predicated upon the 
sustainability of the ecological and social resources upon which they rely. At times, economic externality 
allows for these ecological or social limits to be priced out of models, enabling investments to proceed with a 
contribution to systemic ecological or social risk. If systemic risks are allowed to accumulate then there is a 
wider political risk of the ultimate collapse leading to socialized costs. There is a real danger that the implied 
socialization of costs will lead to more of these risks being taken. Part of the solution is therefore the 
internalization of ecological and social factors into the economics of long term investing. However, equally 
important is developing financial institutions who fully integrate sustainability thinking into their processes 
and culture.  
 
One way of progressing the role of sustainability within the banking sector could be the development of new 
ring-fenced funds managed by banks which specifically target long term sustainable investments that meet a 
specific social or environmental purpose. Fiscal advantages could be applied as an incentive for depositors 
to drive demand for this type of investment.  
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Within bank’s own lending books, the relative capital weighting for long term infrastructure investments 
should be considered against other asset classes. Presently, the capital requirement to support a loan for 
new infrastructure is at least 100% higher than for a residential mortgages. This creates an implicit incentive 
to allocate capital towards mortgages and away from long term capital infrastructure – particularly at a time 
where many banks are severely undercapitalized. 
 
NB: For information , Triodos Bank has a core tier1  capital ratio of 16% (as at December 2013).  We do not, 
nor do we intend to, reduce Risk Weighted Assets by using an advanced modelling approach to our 
portfolio. 
 

4) How could the role of national and multilateral development banks best support the financing of 
long-term investment? Is there scope for greater coordination between these banks in the pursuit 
of EU policy goals? How could financial instruments under the EU budget better support the 
financing of long-term investment in sustainable growth? 

5) Are there other public policy tools and frameworks that can support the financing of long-term 
investment?  

National / international development banks can support banks in a number of ways: 
 

- Taking a first loss position in order to lead banks into a new sector 
- Pump priming an industry (e.g public sector energy efficiency retrofit in order to train workforce in 

green refurbishments, thereby lowering the entry barrier and costs for projects)  
- Partial guarantees for, or co-investments with private banks to multiply the investment into long 

term projects. 
 
Risk is that there is a ‘crowding out effect’, but this only occurs when the mandate is profit seeking at the 
same risk level. Just having another national level infrastructure bank which operates identically to private 
sector players does not influence the direction of a market. An understanding of the areas of the market 
where a differentiated risk position, pricing support or guarantees are required can help determine the role 
that a development bank can play. 
 
Ultimately, covering the cost of political risk could be rendered superfluous if governments were to make 
stronger commitments to long term policies. When Feed-in Tariff legislation was reneged upon and project 
owners penalised retrospectively in Spain, the degree of political risk for investing in similar schemes was 
perceived to be higher. Lloyds and other insurance groups are seeking to offer clients political risk 
insurance. As a way of closing the loop on policy decisions, the degree to which governments were to cover 
the costs of political risks by providing guarantees through national development banks could be a good way 
developing a more stable policy framework. 
 

 

6) To what extent and how can institutional investors play a greater role in the changing landscape 
of long-term financing? 

7) How can prudential objectives and the desire to support long-term financing best be balanced in 
the design and implementation of the respective prudential rules for insurers, reinsurers and 
pension funds, such as IORPs? 

8) What are the barriers to creating pooled investment vehicles? Could platforms be developed at 
the EU level?  

9) What other options and instruments could be considered to enhance the capacity of banks and 
institutional investors to channel long-term finance? 

Bearing in mind the likely impact of Basel III and liquidity requirements on the term of bank loans, it is even 
more important that more long term finance is raised from institutional investors such as pension funds and 
insurance companies. Having long term objectives (long term liabilities) many of these funds should be able 
to incorporate much larger exposure to illiquid assets than currently held.  
 
Pooled investment vehicles could be beneficial, however it is not clear how the formation of LTIFs would be 
different to long term structures such as Limited Partnerships that could be accessed now. *We have 
managed the Ampere Fund (€330m equity on behalf of institutional investors) and there are several other 
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infrastructure funds in existence. Also one of our investors, directly co- invested into an offshore wind project  
{CITE}. The advantage of pooled funds is the scale that they can achieve whilst ensuring diversification 
within the portfolio. However, for LPs, there is an investment period which requires a commitment fee and a 
period of time where the cash waiting to be invested in projects. Some pension funds find this construction 
difficult to merge with their liquid assets portfolio. 
 
Other channels for investment include listed security instruments (such as listed bonds) for long term 
infrastructure products. This is an example whereby funds with a shorter investment time horizon can 
participate in funding long term assets by virtue of the securities being tradable. 
 

 

10) Are there any cumulative impacts of current and planned prudential reforms on the level and 
cyclicality of aggregate long-term investment and how significant are they? How could any impact 
be best addressed? 

The fewer ‘familiar players’ investing in long term assets, the fewer the relationships between the 
developer/promoters of such schemes. Whilst the ‘gap filling’ concept from banks to pension funds may 
seem logical, the flow of funds depends upon institutional experience which has been built up over several 
years amongst teams of people. When this changes, it can destabilize the sets of relationships and can take 
some time to re-form. There is also a cumulative impact on other stakeholders within the sector – e.g. the 
professional advisors will drift away from a sector which is no longer active, thereby depleting the availability 
of support for new transactions. 
 
There could be an opportunity through ring-fenced funds managed by banks for the relationships to be 
maintained – e.g. Bank X with experience of a specific sector launching an institutional fund backed by 
pension funds designed to invest/lend into that sector. In the Netherlands the GroenFonds have acted as 
parallel vehicles, managed by the banks and funded by retail investors. 
 
 

11) How could capital market financing of long-term investment be improved in Europe? 

12) How can capital markets help fill the equity gap in Europe? What should change in the way 
market-based intermediation operates to ensure that the financing can better flow to long-term 
investments, better support the financing of long-term investment in economically-, socially- and 
environmentally-sustainable growth and ensuring adequate protection for investors and 
consumers?  

Capital markets are one delivery mechanism for a funding solution, but are not the ‘solution’ itself; for 
example, SMEs/ mid-cap do not necessarily need access to bond markets; they need access to bonds.  
 
Long term investment products (such as bonds) could be made easier to distribute if: 
 

- Unlisted bonds issued directly were able to be qualifying under local market rules for the fiscal 
incentives relating to pensions and investments (e.g. ISA/Pension rules in the UK which only cover 
listed securities) 

- There was a differentiation in rules for the promotion of financial securities which was fit to the 
scale and complexity of the products rather than one-size-fits all. In particular, the rules governing 
when the  sophisticated investor regime is applied is tighter in some EU countries than in others.  

- Liquid bonds could work well. Lowering entry barriers for bond issuance for smaller bond issues 
would allow greater market activity.  

 
Triodos Bank has issued private bond issues for clients including: 
 

- Ecotricity (a renewable energy developer for the purpose of new wind energy installations in the 
UK) 

- Golden Lane Housing (a special-needs social housing provider in the UK) 
- Sekem (an biodynamic organic producer of fresh produce and textiles based in Egypt) 
- Ethical Property Europe (a social property company headquartered in Brussels, providing shared 

workspace for social enterprises and social organisations across Europe)  
- A number of community bond issues for renewable energy projects in the Netherlands. 
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13) What are the pros and cons of developing a more harmonised framework for covered bonds? 
What elements could compose this framework? 

14) How could the securitisation market in the EU be revived in order to achieve the right balance 
between financial stability and the need to improve maturity transformation by the financial 
system? 

15) What are the merits of the various models for a specific savings account available within the 
EU level? Could an EU model be designed? 

 
For securitisation to be healthy, it is important that the originator of the loans retains exposure to the debt 
and maintains the relationship with the client. Triodos Bank is willing to explore ways of working with 
institutional investors in such a way to help fund specific areas of our loan book and have had some 
discussions around this. Institutions such as the EIB can be a source of funding for such arrangements but 
would consider facilities of €30-50m too small as a starting point. This presents an entry barrier for growth in 
this direction, particularly in supporting existing clients whose growth extends beyond individual customer 
limits. 
 
 The merits of pan-European savings mechanisms would be attractive to market participants such as 
Triodos Bank. This is because: 
 

- We have many individual customers distributed across Europe 
- There is NO fund structure for long term investments that is distributable to retail investors in all EU 

countries (e.g. we work with SICAV II Luxembourg funds which are not distributable in many 
countries) 

- Until tax harmonization, there is a difference in the tax treatment for each country however this 
would become an explainable feature and need not be regarded as a barrier to progress the 
concept. 

- Existing proposals aimed at Social Enterprise and Venture Capital (e.g the EU-SEF and EU-VECA 
structures) are only aimed at high-net worth individuals and sophisticated investor markets.  

 

16) What type of CIT reforms could improve investment conditions by removing distortions 
between debt and equity? 

17) What considerations should be taken into account for setting the right incentives at national 
level for long-term saving? In particular, how should tax incentives be used to encourage long-
term saving in a balanced way?  

18) Which types of corporate tax incentives are beneficial? What measures could be used to deal 
with the risks of arbitrage when exemptions/incentives are granted for specific activities? 

19) Would deeper tax coordination in the EU support the financing of long-term investment?  

Extending tax advantages which are currently directed at liquid securities (such as via pension contributions) 
to non-liquid securities will expand the scope (and the demand) for longer term investment products. 
 
Limiting tax deductibility to a multiple of the equity held would certainly increase the amount of equity held. 
This could be beneficial, however may provide a constraint for investors looking for at least a fairly 
predictable level of yield. 
 
Tax harmonization of national rules can only be beneficial in progressively redirecting attention away from 
arbitrage and towards long term sustainability and  the fundamentals of the business model. 
 

 

20) To what extent do you consider that the use of fair value accounting principles has led to short-
termism in investor behaviour? What alternatives or other ways to compensate for such effects 
could be suggested? 
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Fair valuation is constrained by certain assumptions. In particular, today’s accounting rules do not include 
the contingent liabilities of future environmental costs (since the working assumption is that these costs will 
be socialized). From that point of view political risk applied to environmental and social issues is at risk of 
being under represented under currently accepted accounting principles. Alternative valuation 
methodologies can be applied such as an Options based approach 
{http://www.cpsl.cam.ac.uk/~/media/Files/Business%20Platforms/BEI/BEI_Clean_Energy__Final_Report.as
hx }  
 

 

21) What kind of incentives could help promote better long-term shareholder engagement?  

22) How can the mandates and incentives given to asset managers be developed to support long-
term investment strategies and relationships? 

23) Is there a need to revisit the definition of fiduciary duty in the context of long-term financing? 

Several organisations have already started to examine the core principles of fiduciary responsibility and 
compare it to what many currently believe it to be. In many respects acting ‘in the best interests of others’ 
needs to include their long term interests and future generations. The current narrow practice of ‘fiduciary 
duty’ appears to only cover short term financial gains. This is a contradiction that can and should be 
resolved by legislative review.  
http://www.shareaction.org/sites/default/files/uploaded_files/fidduty/FPProtectingOurBestInterests.pdf  
 
There are several ways in which investors may be attracted towards long term investment by the application 
of incentives. The financial transaction tax purports to influence behaviour in such a way however runs the 
risk of being perceived as punitive and understood about raising tax revenues. There have been some 
proposals about a ‘loyalty dividend’ – e.g. a progressively increasing share of dividend distribution 
depending upon the length of time a security is held. This would appear to have greater merit in driving 
positive behaviours. http://www.ecgi.org/ceo/2012/documents/unrestricted/Bolton.pdf  
 

24) To what extent can increased integration of financial and non-financial information help 
provide a clearer overview of a company’s long-term performance, and contribute to better 
investment decision-making? 

Impact measures should be used to complement and support the understanding of an investment. They give 
validity to claims that are made in order to avoid ‘over-claiming’.  
Over time, as organisations are more open and transparent about their disclosures, informal standards are 
likely to emerge so that meaningful comparisons can be made. 
However the reduction of social/environmental impact into a single set of figures risks the investment 
community could lead to misunderstandings and distortion of the data. Empirical measures of impact – for 
example carbon stress tests of portfolios (looking at the carbon concentration of the loan/investment 
portfolios) can give useful benchmark information that can inform risk management processes. 
 
 

25) Is there a need to develop specific long-term benchmarks? 

26) What further steps could be envisaged, in terms of EU regulation or other reforms, to facilitate 
SME access to alternative sources of finance? 

27) How could securitisation instruments for SMEs be designed? What are the best ways to use 
securitisation in order to mobilise financial intermediaries' capital for additional 
lending/investments to SMEs? 

28) Would there be merit in creating a fully separate and distinct approach for SME markets? How 
and by whom could a market be developed for SMEs, including for securitised products 
specifically designed for SMEs’ financing needs? 

29) Would an EU regulatory framework help or hinder the development of this alternative non-bank 
source of finance for SMEs? What reforms could help support their continued growth? 

Venture Capital Funds are long term in the sense that they tend to be 10-12 year investment structures, but 
they tend to be short term in their thinking and approach. Often a Venture Capital investor will be looking at 

http://www.cpsl.cam.ac.uk/~/media/Files/Business%20Platforms/BEI/BEI_Clean_Energy__Final_Report.ashx
http://www.cpsl.cam.ac.uk/~/media/Files/Business%20Platforms/BEI/BEI_Clean_Energy__Final_Report.ashx
http://www.shareaction.org/sites/default/files/uploaded_files/fidduty/FPProtectingOurBestInterests.pdf
http://www.ecgi.org/ceo/2012/documents/unrestricted/Bolton.pdf
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how they will exit an investment the moment they invest. This pressure on a liquidity event can put pressure 
on the recipient investees (SMEs) which can prevent innovation and long term thinking. However, Venture 
Capital is a necessary ingredient in the overall mix of funding required for businesses and a VC Fund of 
Funds is a good idea. We are also looking at developing later stage Venture Capital Funds with no exit 
horizon – e.g. a fund which would act as a long term investment partner (or co-owner). 
 
SMEs should not be regarded as a SECTOR, they need to be approached as sectoral businesses at a 
developmental stage (dependent on the sector, a SME may be fairly well advanced or still very early for the 
same revenue level) 
 

SME finance is best carried out by relationship banks and equity support via long term communities of 
interest. However at the small scale, where amounts are small, new innovation is required to mobilise 
investment from the communities of interest (e.g. Peer 2 Peer platforms which tend to be good at raising 
proof-of-concept equity). 
 
A relationship banking approach needs to be supported as it is superior to the commoditized approach of 
credit scoring. The relationship banking system leads to greater diversity of approaches thereby lowering 
systemic risk. As we saw from the financial crisis, securitization models built up on a formulaic approach to 
credit assessment, means that when the system fails, it fails absolutely leading to a crash. However, for this 
model to be feasible, margins would need to be higher or support would need to be given via lower-cost 
government funding or guarantee structures.  
 
Capital, bonds and deposits are required by relationship banks who stay close to their customers. Together 
with partners in the GABV, we are exploring the concept of creating a fund structure to support the capital 
growth of a diverse portfolio of value-based relationship banks around the world whose focus is on the Micro 
and SME market. 
 

 

 

30) In addition to the analysis and potential measures set out in this Green Paper, what else could 
contribute to the long-term financing of the European economy? 

 

A system only changes when all classes of participants change their behaviours. From this point of view it 
becomes essential that all national financial education programmes should be broadened to give a more 
holistic background to understanding the context of finance. We have worked with MIT, Harvard and other 
universities in creating case studies but are willing to participate more in creating learning tools for educators 
to build greater financial systems awareness that will eventually promote a longer-term investment culture. 
 
Various market mechanisms which re-price natural resources (such as proposed via the TEEB initiative) 
may make investment in certain types of assets more attractive via internalising some of the benefits of 
environmental returns previously externalised by financial models.  This will go some way to address certain 
market failures but is limited to certain issues where pricing is more visible and clear-cut. 
 
Linked to all of these comments is the associated connectivity to other underlying policies – e.g. the stability 
of support mechanisms around sustainable energy, sustainable agriculture, sustainable mobility etc. Only by 
having a long-term joined-up policy framework will investment behaviour shift towards the long term. If policy 
is unstable, investor confidence will reduce and more short term approaches will be favoured. 
 
 
 
 


